26 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES FOR NEW TEACHERS

1. Foster positive family communication
2. Model values for your classroom
3. Balance structure and adaptability
4. Cultivate stability with daily routines
5. Adapt for diverse learning styles
6. Hold attention with engaging lessons
7. Maintain a focused atmosphere
8. Focus with strategic time management
9. Clear guidance and task simplification
10. Diversify feedback approaches
11. Enforce consistent consequences
12. Recognize achievements of all kinds
13. Roam the classroom
14. Set the tone with a unique layout
15. Continuously evolve with technology
16. Nurture growth with self-reflection
17. Collaborate + Communicate
18. Empower with conflict-resolution skills
19. Teach emotional intelligence
20. Don’t leave the shy students behind
21. Establish clear expectations
22. Constantly build desired class culture
23. Maximize student responsibility
24. Actively listen to students
25. Tackle individual issues on a 1:1 basis
26. Use non-verbal communication